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Unfortunately, FOODSTOCK 2021 will be
cancelled due to the pandemic
and our concern for public safety.
The need for supporting the
KETTLE FALLS COMMUNITY CHEST
is greater than ever as so many people are
unemployed and needing assistance.
The Kettle Falls Community Chest's
phone number is 509-738-2326
if you'd like to help with
food or cash donations.
You may also drop off donations at
Northern Ales Brewery
at 325 West Third in Kettle Falls.

Photography Contest at the Cutter Theatre

“Magical Memorable Moments”
is the theme

Format:
8x10 - B&W or Color
(not matted or framed)
Age Groups:
18 & under and Adult
Entry Fee:
$5 per photo—limit 5

Hopefully, Foodstock will have it's
10TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2022!

Entry Period:
January 4-25, 2021
M-W-F, 9-4, Cutter Office

Stay safe, protect each other
and see you on the flip side!

Complete Rules & Entry
Form at the Cutter Office

Gallery Show of All Entries: Jan. 29th - Feb. 28th
Meet and Greet: Jan. 29th 3-5 pm

February 9

No cover, all cash and food donations benefit the Kettle Falls, WA Community Chest.

For information call Richard Taylor (509) 690-7162
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The Cutter Theatre | 302 Park Street, Metaline Falls, WA
CutterTheatre.com | 509-446-4108 | Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri, 9 am - 4 pm

30+ different shops and artists!
Support your local businesses and artists.
Message us for gift certificates.
We hope to see you soon!
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From the Publisher’s Desk, by Gabriel Cruden
I have a daughter who is learning to play the drums. Yes, we
have already apologized in advance to the neighbors. Although,
this is in addition to the night tag and trampoline shrieking,
calling of kids and dogs from the upper fields for dinner, and
general auditory mayhem emanating
from our large and boisterous bunch.
Thankfully, the neighbors seem to relish
the youthful vitality and enthusiasm, and
for that we are grateful.
As I listen to my daughter pounding
out patterns, including the recent addition of the cowbell (because “I need
more cowbell!”), I reflect on how my
predisposition to being excited for her
development as a musician allows for
me not to be driven nuts by the insistent
thumps and thwaps and clangs in the
midst of me working. Plus, to her credit,
she’s already getting the hang of it.
In any case, it got me thinking about
kindness and care and choosing to make
an effort. And in that vein of thinking, a
whole slew of recent examples tumbled
to mind. In connection with the North Columbia Monthly, the
emails, phone calls and letters I’ve received have been such a
gift – wonderful examples of people taking the time to express
their feelings and responses about what they’ve seen in the

A Note About This Edition
Along with the change to a glossy paper cover a few months ago, I’m rolling
out a few more updates in conjunction
with the new year, including a slightly
larger font, an update to the overall
design theme, and an ad and content

magazine.
I have also witnessed people reach across various chasms
of difference in an earnest effort to show care and kindness,
whether it’s going above and beyond in a routine transaction
at the grocery store, writing cards and
letters to reconnect and rebuild relationships after a tough year, or making heroic
efforts on behalf of the people who have
lost their entire town to fire.
Reflecting further, it seems that in addition to the direct impact of someone’s
care and kindness, there is also the sense
of connection, of not being alone, that is
manifested in that moment. Something
of particular significance and value in
light of this last year.
Circling back to my drummer girl, I
wonder, would I feel differently if I knew
she were banging around just to be annoying? Probably. But, ultimately, how I
decide to react is still up to me. And so,
as I go into 2021 with a great desire to
find ways to extend care and kindness,
and to lift up others who are doing the same, I will also try to
remember to consider the question, “What are other ways I can
respond to how I feel about this?” when I find myself reacting
in a less-than-charitable manner.

deadline that is now the 20th of every
month (except Feb. 19th and June 21st).

now available through the Innovia
Foundation (innovia.org/nonprofits/
apply-for-a-grant), including one specific to arts and culture organizations.
The application deadline is January
22nd and awards will be announced by
March 17th.

Grant Opportunities

As I know so many of you are either
directly involved in or support community groups and nonprofits, I want
to alert you to two grant opportunities

REUSABLE
40%

New WA State Law

%

20

Beginning Jan. 1, 2021
For more information and details please visit Ecology.wa.gov/Bag-Ban
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WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOR WINTER PREPAREDNESS!

Now I Go Home To Sleep
Making the world better,
a word at a time.

Happy New Year
From All of Us!

Visit Words Of Words.com to
learn more and to buy acronyms
on a variety of quality products,
from shirts to mugs and more.
Give Ideas For Thought Sharing
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Lumber & Supply Inc.

1101 N. Hwy 395, Colville • 509-684-2150
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Here Our Sick Patients I n Treatment A ll L ay
- JOHN ODELL, WordsOfWords.com
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Youth View

Why I’m Excited
for 2021
By Mayah LaSol

I can scarcely believe that I am writing
my 13th article to submit to the North
Columbia Monthly! Last January was the
first time I ever had a piece of writing
published like this and now I find that
writing articles has become an integral
and exciting part of my life. Not only
does it feel wonderful to do a little bit
of venting, but it’s still truly amazing
to think that there are people out there
reading words that I wrote! How cool
is that?
2020 was certainly not an altogether
pleasant year, but now a new horizon
looms. The problems of 2020 still exist,
but we’re in a new year and I am hopeful
that it will be a better one.
2020 wasn’t all bad. Writing articles
for the first time, for instance, was
something amazing that happened to
me. I also think I put the extra time at
home to good use. I have learned a lot
about myself in the past year, not only
realizing that I’ve missed doing art, but
also figuring out how best to manage my
time (something that becomes extra important when you suddenly have much
more time on your hands).
I hope that everyone reading this also

learned a little about themselves in 2020
and that you’re feeling excited about
the new year. No matter the state of the
world, there is always something magical
about the clock striking midnight and the
whole 12-month cycle beginning anew!
Going back to how I’m managing my
time: The reason I’m the most excited for
2021 is that I’m starting something called
bullet journaling. This is a journaling
system that blends organization with
goal-setting, to-do lists, and mindfulness. Depending on your preferences it
can also incorporate drawing, painting,
scrapbooking, and other creative mediums. Basically, it’s whatever it needs to be.
I’d heard of this journaling system
several times over the years, but I always
thought that it was mostly a fun hobby
for people who liked calligraphy. A
few months ago, though, I attended a
livestream where someone explained
how they used their bullet journal. I was
honestly shocked at how quickly I was
convinced. An hour later I was searching
for journals online, and by the end of
that week I had binged a few too many
how-to videos on YouTube.
The two most hilarious parts of this
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whole situation: one, by the end of the
video binging session I was actually
feeling inspired to try some calligraphy;
and two, more important, this is exactly
what I’ve been needing but didn’t know
it. During the second half of 2020 I struggled a little with my organization, feeling
like I wasn’t quite on top of everything. I
also discovered that I was really missing
doing art projects, something I used to
do more before high school.
Bullet journaling arrived with the
perfect mixture of these two things and
I can’t believe how perfect the fit is for
me. I am so ridiculously excited that I’m
starting this new way of life, and if you’re
someone who has been wanting more
creativity, organization, or mindfulness
in your life, then bullet journaling might
be great for you too! And the beginning
of a new year is the perfect time to start.
Whether you’re a journaler or not, I
wish you well in this first month of what
is sure to be an interesting year!
Mayah is a teen reader, writer, bookstagrammer, and all-around arts enthusiast
who geeks out over books and cats. She
shares book reviews and poetry on her
instagram account @mayahlwrites.
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Good Morning, Starshine
By Christine Wilson

“Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing.”
								~ Arundhati Roy
We just went through quite a year,
yes? What have we learned about ourselves, life in general, and our collective
responsibility to care for each other?
My brain is full of such questions even
in non-pandemic years, but now they
are front and center for me and many
other people. Winston Churchill and
others have said those who do not learn
from their history are doomed to repeat
it, and that is some seriously ponderous
motivation.
I spent most of a full day recently going
through stacks and stacks of envelopes,
all full of recipes I have been clipping for
three or four decades. It was time to cull
and organize. Having just listened to Nina
Simone sing “I Got Life” – a song from
Hair – I decided to entertain my mind by

listening to the original soundtrack as I
separated out the lessons of my evolving
taste buds. I still knew all the words to
the songs, especially when I had music to
keep refreshing my recollection.
I know what some of you might be
thinking: that is a day I will never get
back. However, on my behalf, I just want
to say that it sparked joy in my heart. The
combination of imagining future fun
meals and listening to an old favorite set
of songs was about as fully present and
joyful as I know how to be.
The lessons of the musical Hair have
mostly stood the test of time. Maybe not
the outfits, but the messages, and, as I look
back at 2020, I find myself using the Thai
expression “same, same, but different.”
There was a massive cultural divide in the

10 miles south of Colville on Hwy 395
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country. There were conflicting opinions
about how to deal with crises. There were
political divisions that felt unsolvable.
There was a rift between idealistic and
cynical perspectives on life.
Early in Hair one of the characters sings
a mournful quote from Hamlet: “I have
of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all
my mirth, forgone all custom of exercises,
and indeed, it goes so heavily with my
disposition that this goodly frame, the
earth, seems to me a sterile promontory,
this most excellent canopy, the air, look
you, this brave o’erhanging firmament,
this majestical roof fretted with golden
fire – why, it appears no other thing to
me than a foul and pestilent congregation
of vapors.”
“Hic incipit pestis,” translated as “here
begins the plague,” was written in the
Stratford-upon-Avon register a few
months after Shakespeare was born. His
whole life was spent within the deadly
era of the bubonic plague. No wonder
the earth could seem like a “foul and
pestilent congregation of vapors.”
We may not speak as poetically as the
bard did, but there has been much losing of mirth and forgoing of exercise. I
remember, back in the days when Hair
was being sung, watching a sleeping dog
and longing to have a life that oblivious.
To continue with the comparison between then and now, many people have

Daily News
You Can Use!
Live, local news weekdays
at 7 am, 8 am, Noon & 5 pm
Saturdays at 7 am & 8 am

KCVL KCRK

FM 94.1/AM 1240 FM 92.1

Random Acts of Community
suffered financially from the pandemic-induced economic problems. Early
in Hair, one of the singers lists out all
the things they don’t have. In “Ain’t Got
No” the list includes possessions, culture
and schooling, among other things, and
could be the same list people would
come out with now. When our plague
first showed up, I read A Journal of the
Plague Years, which Daniel Defoe wrote
from his uncle’s journals. The losses in life,
possessions, activities and peace of mind
were crippling. Same, same, but different.
In the bubonic plague years, the upheaval of the 1960s, and now, humans
have needed help from each other to
share the burden of the times. In Hair,
one of the singers bemoans the difficulty
of pulling off that help. They sing that it
is much easier to care about people from
a distance than the people right in front
of us. “How can people be so heartless?
How can people be so cruel? Easy to be
hard. Easy to be cold.” I have seen that
often over the years. One is theory; one
is that person you negotiate chores with.
At some point in the musical there is a
grateful song, “I Got Life,” about what the
singer has. The list is primarily sensory,
because that is where we live in our precious, current moments. The singer belts
out being grateful for having life. For any
of us who have lapsed into and maybe
still are experiencing despondency over
this pandemic era, that is a great start to
the climb out.
Hair borrowed another quote from
Hamlet: “What a piece of work is man!

How noble in reason! How infinite in faculties! In form and moving how express
and admirable! In action how like an
angel! In apprehension, how like a god!
The beauty of the world! The paragon
of animals!”
The stories being shared of people
helping each other in these tough times
reflect that angelic action. World Central
Kitchen was established by chefs who
call themselves Food First Responders.
Their COVID-19 Food Relief program
had provided over 33 million meals in
more than 400 cities by early December.
Another, less dramatic but definitely
inspiring, effort was developed by a
British community hit especially hard
by COVID-19. There were elderly and
high-risk people suffering terribly. Signs
were distributed for people to put in their
windows. If someone put up a “need help”
sign, neighbors in protective gear could
respond. That is a fine display from “the
paragon of animals.” Plus, they had “I’m
OK” signs for those who were coping
well. I would love to see signs like that
in windows as I walk our dog.
There is a dark side to Hair, just as there
is a dark side to our current circumstances. I have come to understand, then as
now, the polarity of life. At some point, I
stopped waiting for things to completely
settle down before I could be at peace.
That was like waiting for a train that isn’t
going to show up.
I am pretty sure Hair is where I learned
we are actually made of stardust. Every
once in a while, I have to research that

again, because it seems so fantastical.
The knowledge that supernovas created
many of the elements of the periodic table
and therefore “nearly all the elements in
the human body” warms my heart. That
includes heat and light and that which
generates our life.
Elizabeth Lesser talks about the misrepresentation of love and cooperation
as “rainbows and unicorns.” It is not
naïve to promote a positive future. Lesser
recommends adding “musculature” to
our understanding of cooperation and
love. We can practice kindness, openness and inclusion, but it can take a lot
of courage to pull it off. Idealists like me
can generate the “six impossible things
before breakfast” proposed by the queen
in Alice in Wonderland. The cynics can
suggest the roadblocks to achieving them.
When people meet in the middle, they
develop a world kitchen or a set of signs
for neighbors in need. No need to stop
there. There are snowy sidewalks to be
shoveled, local restaurants to support,
bonfires to gather around, and first responders to cheer.
We will get through this. I still find
myself singing “Good morning, starshine. The earth says hello. You twinkle
above us. We twinkle below.” Get out in
nature, get yourself still, listen for that
positive future, and you might just be
able to “hear her breathing.”
Christine Wilson is a psychotherapist
in private practice in Colville and can be
reached at christineallenewilson@gmail.
com or 509-690-0715.

Everything you need to turn your house, into your dream home.
Flooring Countertops Blinds Tile Home Decor
108 South Main Street • Colville, WA • 509-684-4673
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The Long Road
By Dr. Barry Bacon, MD

I had a beautiful son.
I could talk to him. He said he didn’t
I was awakened this morning by a know but he had been there a couple of
dream. I looked at the ceiling, then at hours ago.
the phone beside my bed. It was 5:48
I understood. It was the same runa.m. I lay beside my wife, soaked in my around and inefficient bureaucracy we
tears, trying to make sense of it.
have experienced from the Bureau of
I never put any stock in my dreams, Prisons for years. I didn’t expect anyone
but this one was different. In this dream, to pick up the phone and actually tell
I was visited by our oldest son, who has me what had happened. I was right.
been incarcerated for the past 17 years.
The last 17 years have been a nightI was working undercover with a couple mare. But I had a beautiful son.
of policemen, and we were holding anI remember a four-year-old blondother policeman, a corrupt one, under haired boy on the plateau in Zomba,
arrest. Then something happened for Malawi, surrounded by black faces,
which I had to get out of there.
children intrigued by this white “azuI rounded the back of the house and ngu” child. Our son’s open personality
prepared to escape in a beat-up 1992 and kind, gentle nature brought attenHonda Accord when I
tion to him from other
“These
are
my
new
saw my son. He wasn’t
children wherever he
supposed to be there,
friends who I don’t was. Looking at my wife
riding on a motorcyand me, he explained in
know yet.”
cle, but somehow in my
his beautiful, childlike
dream he had found me. I told him I way, “These are my new friends who I
couldn’t stay because I had to get away. don’t know yet.”
“It’s OK,” he said, “I have to run also.” I
I had a beautiful son.
could tell that he was running from the
It’s hard to know what to do with the
law, having escaped from prison.
rest of your life.
I held him for a long time, knowing
There are thousands of individuals
somehow that I would never see him incarcerated in our prisons. Many are
again, knowing that he would die soon. there without a good plan for reintro“I love you, I love you so much. You are duction and with virtually no support.
always my son. I want these to be the Throw-away people. I can’t fix all of that.
last words you hear and remember.” I just know that my son suffered treThen I let him go.
mendously at the hands of the Bureau
I don’t know what it means. I don’t of Prisons and at the hands of the crimthink it means anything. All I know is inal justice system. He went crazy there.
that an hour later I received a phone call His mind no longer functioned. He was
from the chaplain at the federal pen- isolated for so long that, with only the
itentiary in Thomson, Illinois. “I am option to write and no other meaningcalling about your son. He was found ful contact with his family, his words,
unresponsive this morning. The team his letters to us were unrecognizable.
tried valiantly to resuscitate him, but
Through an appeals court, his convicthey were unsuccessful. We are so sor- tion and sentence were overturned. But
ry. We can only imagine how hard this that didn’t mean that he was released,
must be for you. We want you to know or even that release with bail was ofthat we will be praying for you.”
fered. He was just stuck there in limbo,
“Your prayers are always appreciated,” a victim of the system that we couldn’t
I replied, “but some answers would be penetrate, we couldn’t visit, we couldn’t
nice.” He didn’t have any. He gave me call, and we couldn’t find out any meanthe phone number for a case manager. I ingful information from, in a nation
asked if the manager was present so that that incarcerates more of its citizens
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per capita than any other. They only call
you when your son is dead and they offer to pray for you. Then they give you a
phone number that no one answers.
I had a beautiful son. His strong, gracious and talented mother and I worked
for many hours on his house, an old,
beat-up place we bought for him in Spokane for $40,000, the place he wanted, a
place we could dream for him until he
was released. We were trying to keep his
hopes alive, creating a beautiful place
so he could reintegrate into living life
again. Someday soon, we hoped.
My wife worked so many hours trying
to navigate the legal system, get advice,
work on appeals, find a way for him to
be freed. She worked heroically. All of
that energy, all of that time invested. It
wasn’t for a lack of trying. It’s a broken
system. Answers evade us.
All of your dreams for your kid, all of
the hopes you have for a future, for family, a life that matters, grandchildren.
All of those evaporate in a moment.
You have to tuck those away somewhere
where you don’t see them anymore and
you hope no one asks about them. It’s
as though you are sitting in a sailboat in
the Sargasso Sea, where there is no wind
and you’ve lost your oars, and you aren’t
moving, and you really don’t care. But
you just have to keep going, keep living,
because that is what you have done for
the past 17 years.
I put my arms around my beloved
wife. “It seems like we’ve been grieving
for our son for a long time already,” I
said. She nodded. Incarcerated since
2003. Released for a short time in 2017.
Those were glorious days. A weight was
lifted that I didn’t know I was carrying.
Then after 70 days he was taken back
into custody for something he had done
while he was still in prison ten months
before. The criminal justice system simply released him, and then decided they
weren’t finished punishing him yet.
We had a beautiful son.
I’m standing on a long and lonely road
in a desert. The sun is setting and it will

Life Matters

be dark and cold soon. There are few
travelers in this place, and everyone is
on foot. No one seems to talk to anyone else here. They just walk to wherever they are going, silently, leaning
on each other. They are the parents of
children who have died. They cannot
speak because their grief is too deep.
I look to the left, then to the right.
I don’t know with any certainty which

is the way to wherever I am going. Silently, I take the hand of my beloved
life partner, and we resume our journey to wherever this leads, for the rest
of whatever is left of our long journey.
We look at each other, and we remember our beautiful son.
Barry Bacon is a physician who has
lived and practiced family medicine in
Colville for 28 years. He now works in

small rural hospitals in Washington
state, teaches family medicine, and
works on health disparities in the U.S.
and Africa.
PUBLISHER’S NOTE: To honor
Patrick’s life, the Bacons have set up
a memorial fund to build “Patrick’s
Place,” a cottage for a homeless family.
Donations can be made through PayPal to patricksmemorial@gmail.com.
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Heartache, Sacrifice,
			Remembrance, Joy,
						Gratitude and Hope
Article and Photo by Joanie Christian

The close of a year always makes me
reflective, as I remember the past year
and look toward what the new year may
bring. I have been especially reflective
as we head into 2021. I’m probably
speaking for many when I say that 2020
has brought some of the most difficult,
disheartening, and sad things I have
seen in my lifetime. There is no prettying
up much of what has transpired, but I
always look for the lessons, for there are
always lessons.
For us, 2020 started with my momin-law taking a big turn for the worse
following many years of chronic health
issues. Soon, COVID hit the scene, and
loved ones were not able to visit her as her
condition steadily deteriorated. Though
her illness wasn’t COVID-related, the
virus made a difficult time even more so.
Her last months before passing in June
were not what we would have hoped for
during a loved one’s last chapter here

on earth. There has been enormous
suffering in the face of the pandemic,
on many levels. I am heartbroken for
the individuals of all ages who lost their
lives, and the people who loved them
who are left behind.
The catastrophic loss of lives this
year makes me think not only about
the manner in which one dies, but also
the manner in which one lives. A few
months back I wrote of Dr. Bill Foege
and the lessons he had learned in his
impactful career as an epidemiologist.
One of those lessons, he told me, was
that each day we are writing our own
obituaries — how our lives are summed
up and remembered when we are no
longer here, and the impact we have
made on others and our world.
This has continued to resonate with
me. In 2020 I have seen countless examples of how I would or would not want
to be remembered, and Foege’s advice
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has helped shape my choices in a way
that hopefully reflects a life of love, compassion, service, truth, faith, and grace.
In the late spring, I spent time monitoring a family of owls that included
an injured owlet. This time was at first
a chance to help them, but as I continued to observe them, it also became
a much-needed escape and solace for
me from the stressful tumult occurring
in the human world all around me. I
came to view my time with the owls as
something sacred, a time with lessons
of its own as I watched the rhythms of
nature. Time observing the owls from a
respectful distance became a regular part
of my self care, and my heart somehow
felt lighter and full of wonder each time
I would see them.
As the year went along, it became a
crucial mystery, at least to me, why some
people with COVID-19 are not sick at
all and others become severely ill or die.
Now scientists are beginning to find
answers and treatments. Many pieces of
the puzzle have been learned from those
whose lives were lost. Information gained
from their cases will remain valuable, as it
appears COVID will be a part of life that
we need to learn to navigate long term.
We owe these souls and their families a
debt of gratitude.
In 2020 I have appreciated my family
more than ever. We are all a bit off-kilter,
and have needed to extend grace more
than a time or two as we each process
all that has happened in our own ways.

Family time changed as well, with more
interactions via phone, texting, and the
technology that many of us now know
intimately: Zoom. We learned you can
not only meet via Zoom but play games
and even cook together.
Our family has found big and little
ways to support one another. For my
whole life until my mom passed four
years ago, she and I had a Thanksgiving
tradition of making a Jell-O salad the
night before, reserving a little bit in a
separate bowl. On Thanksgiving morning, we would enjoy the little bowl for
breakfast before all the cooking and
cleaning of the day commenced.
It was a recipe that rolled the stomachs
of the rest of my family … a weird concoction of lime Jell-O, mayonnaise, pecans,
pineapple and cottage cheese. I have to
admit that if I weren’t accustomed to it, it
would seem pretty vile. The internet has
a funny video about the visceral reaction
people have to that very salad. Mom and
I were the only ones who ate it, so when
she passed, that tradition was no more.
This Thanksgiving morning, my husband said he had a surprise for me. It
was a little bowl of the lime Jell-O salad.
And he made deviled eggs in honor of
his mom, who before her passing always
brought them to holiday gatherings. In
some small way, it felt like they were both
with us that day. It was one of the many
blessings this year. And, of course, the
onslaught of jokes about the Jell-O salad
started all over again. That was a blessing

too … laughter is good medicine.
As I write this, Christmas is about a
week away, and for the first time in my
nearly 60 years, our family will not gather
for Christmas. It was a heart-wrenching
decision, but we all agreed it was the wisest and most responsible thing we could
do to curb the spread of COVID-19 and
keep us and our communities healthy,
so that we will all be here to gather with
loved ones in the coming years.
We will, though, continue a longstanding holiday tradition, with our adult sons
playing Luigi’s Mansion late Christmas
eve and well into the early hours of
Christmas (done virtually this year).
Christmas morning and gift opening
will happen via Zoom, and we’ve all been
pondering ways to inject creative ideas
into the holiday using the technology
that is thankfully available. I feel a home
movie marathon in the works.
2020 taught me to: focus on the things

to be grateful for … learn new options to
engage with, love and serve others in a
meaningful way … honor the sacrifices
that have been made by others … treasure
the good memories of those no longer
with us … have patience with myself
about the roller-coaster of emotions that
came with 2020 and practice self-care
… never again take for granted a hug or
coffee with a friend … appreciate nature
as therapy that soothes the soul … let go
of things I couldn’t control, and focus
on what I could control … hang tightly
to treasured friends and family … and
remember that in our response to the
twists and turns of life, we are writing
our own obituaries. I take all these lessons into 2021 with a hope of healing,
recovery, and a better future for us all.
Joanie Christian, a freelance nature
photographer, has lived in NE WA for
40+ years. View her work at joaniechristianphotography.com.
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The Persistent and
Sometimes Elusive Elk
Article & Photo by J. Foster Fanning

Moving north from Texas in 1969, my
first encounter with elk in Washington
state happened in the Quinault Rainforest.
There are white-tailed deer in north Texas
but I’d never seen nor even considered elk.
Consequently, my first observation of the
large Roosevelt elk (Cervus canadensis roosevelti) was nothing short of awe-inspiring.
Later, after I landed a fire warden job
with the state Department of Natural
Resources, a large portion of my duties was
patrolling an area between the northeast
Cascade foothills and the Kettle River
Range in the Highlands District. That
district covers over 1.5 million acres.
Throughout thousands of back-country
miles over a 30-year career I never once
encountered elk in this area until 2010

when I managed to photograph a herd of
20 near Wauconda.
In 2015 another herd near Barstow was
captured through my lens. And by that
time elk had become rather common in
some of our local areas. But these elk east
of the Cascades are a different species than
those I’d encountered during my time in
the mountains of the Olympic Peninsula.
In our neck of the woods, Rocky Mountain elk (Cervus canadensis nelson) are
found primarily in the mountain ranges
and shrub-steppe of northeastern Washington, southeastern British Columbia
and throughout portions of the Rocky
Mountain Range.
After a more recent sighting, and consequently the images you see here, my
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curiosity was piqued and I wanted to know
more about these large yet elusive mammals. The history of elk is a long story of
adaption with episodes of near-extinction.
These creatures have their roots in the Ice
Age of Eurasia. Their distinctive antlers,
with the doubled lower tine, first appeared
in the fossil record of northern Europe
approximately 400,000 years ago. Elk were
well adapted to survive the waxing and
waning of warm and cold temperatures
throughout the late Ice Age period as they
have proved to be generalist herbivores
capable of adaptive change.
Elk, the second largest member of the
Cervidae (deer) family, reached North
America via the Bering Strait, according
to the Yukon Beringia Interpretive Centre,
with the oldest elk bones on this continent
appearing in the fossil record around
15,000 years ago.
Scientific estimates say there were about
10 million elk, in five species, roaming
North America prior to European settlement. One of the five species, the Merriam elk, is now extinct as the result of
over-hunting and habitat encroachment.
The remaining species are the Eastern elk,
the first species recorded as seen by early
white settlers; the Rocky Mountain elk,
the most widespread species; the Pacific
Northwest Roosevelt elk, the largest-bod-

In Nature
ied elk; and the Tule elk, not only the
smallest species but found only in parts
of central California.
For the historic distribution of elk east
of the North Cascade Mountain Range
I looked to the state Department of Fish
and Wildlife (WDFW) and the record of
archaeological evidence which indicates
elk were once widely distributed in eastern
Washington. In 1942 the Coullier report
specified numerous split elk bones from
archaeological sites along the upper Columbia River from Marcus downriver to
Hellgate, demonstrating elk meat was an
important part of the diet of Indians in
this area. Elk bones have been discovered
in historic encampments along Curlew
Lake as well.
By the late 1800s Rocky Mountain elk
were eliminated in eastern Washington
by over-hunting and land encroachment.
Elk from Montana were reintroduced to
Stevens County in 1915. In 1932 five elk
were brought to the Sullivan Lake area of
Pend Oreille County. In 1969 and 1970,
the Washington Department of Game
transplanted elk from Yakima to Pend
Oreille County. Colville Confederated
Tribes made several elk transplants to the
reservation in 1977, and so did the Spokane
Tribe in 1991. In 2000 the WDFW transplanted 82 elk to augment populations in
Pend Oreille County.
In the East Kootenay mountain region
of southeast British Columbia wildlife
officials note that elk populations dropped
from just above 14,000 in 2008 to around
6,600 in 2018 – a reduction of 53 percent.
They said such a reduction is not a total
surprise given cow elk hunting licenses
issued in 2010-2012 to reduce conflict on
agricultural land.
To monitor and manage northeastern
Washington elk, WDFW created the
Selkirk Elk Herd Plan, covering Pend
Oreille, Spokane, Stevens, Ferry, Lincoln,
Whitman and eastern Okanogan counties and containing fewer than 3,600 elk.
The number is based upon informational
surveys, harvest data, and dialog with
hunters.
In closing I’ll note the elk, “Snéčłc̓e”

in the Salish language, or “Wapiti” to
the Shawnee and Cree and “Heȟáka” to
Lakota peoples, are always held in high
esteem by Native American tribes. Many
consider the elk a relative who brings
strength, endurance and patience. The
elk is a protector of women, a harbinger
of good omens, and a teacher in many
stories told through oral tradition. The
elk is a survivor.

I hope good omens come your way this
new year. Bundle up. Lace ‘em up, and take
a deep breath of the clean winter air of the
great outdoors. It’s a tonic for the soul…
J. Foster Fanning is a father, grandfather,
retired fire chief and wannabe beach bum.
He dabbles in photography as an excuse
to wander the hills and vales in search of
the perfect image. Learn more at http://
fosterfanning.blogspot.com.
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The Way It Was, According to Chick

Growing Up On The Spokane Indian Reservation
By Robert Wynecoop
Excerpt from Robert “Chick” Wynecoop’s
book, printed in 2003 by Tornado Creek Publications, reprinted here, with permission.

Chapter 28: Sled Riding

On weekends and evenings after the
chores were done, we got out the old sleds
and coasted down the road. We had two
well-used sleds that we wanted to play with
all day and all night, too, if we could have.
But like most kids, we knew that we had
chores to do first. So we’d gripe for a while,
then do our chores, then have some more
fun.
Even though we had store-bought sleds,
we enjoyed our homemade versions, too. A
large cardboard box was like no other toy.
You could roll around in it and slide down
the hill a few times before it started breaking up. Once the box broke open, it became
a first-class toboggan. By simply pulling up
the front of the box, you could slide away
down the hill.
We also made many of our own sleds by
nailing a piece of hard board to the curved
back of an old chair. Those modified chairs
would really go, but you couldn’t steer
them, so you just went where they wanted
to go.
Our favorite homemade toboggan was
made out of corrugated sheet metal that
the wind had blown off the barn roof. We
bent the nose up a little. (If bent too far,

there would be a sharp crease that would
cut into the snow, slowing the toboggan.)
Once you had a track started, you could get
a good fast ride in the soft snow with that
old galvanized roofing material. But there
was no way to hold on to this greased lightning, so we usually rolled or bounced off.
The metal toboggan was hard to get back
up the hill. Usually we put it on top of our
heads, heaving and hauling all the way. We
never owned a store-bought toboggan.
In 1947 or 1948, Dad bought a 16mm
movie camera and started taking lots of
home movies of us. One winter day, he was
standing at the bottom of an icy hill waiting
for an action scene. We loaded up the old
galvanized roofing toboggan, and away we
went, zooming down the hill.
Dad was watching us through the camera lens. We started yelling, “Look out!
Here we come! Duck, Dad! We’re going
to hit you!” Dad just stood there working
his camera. Before he realized it, we had
crashed into him and he and the camera
were buried in the snow.
The movie he took shows us speeding
down the hill, then the hillside, then trees,
then sky, then snow, then nothing. Fortunately, he didn’t get hurt. But we had a lot
of laughs at his expense.
We always got wet playing outside in the
winter. We didn’t have waterproof clothing like they have today. To help keep dry,
sometimes we wore two pairs of pants and
long underwear. Long johns were accept-
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able for family play, because nobody else
would see them. After playing all day in the
snow, we were completely soaked through
all those layers, so we went in and tried to
warm up.
But some winter nights after a fairly
warm day, we went down into the field to
play on the hard snow crust in the moonlight. It was kind of spooky then. With
the moon shining on the snow and ice, it
seemed as bright as day. It was a special
time, often filled with telling ghost stories
from the Old Ranger radio program.
~
~
~
Chick’s older brother, Judge Wynecoop,
shares some memories of skating parties in
his book The Shooting Star: Growing Up on
the Spokane Indian Reservation.
We would have skating parties on the
area lakes or ponds, or in our own field. In
the late winter, after melting had occurred,
ponds would form in our field and after a
good cold snap we would skate on them.
We would have big crowds gather there
at times, especially on moonlit nights. We
would build a big fire and then put an old
tire on it and that really lit things up.
One smaller pond was near a fence that
crossed through the field and the fence
posts were made of cedar. The posts kept
getting smaller and smaller as skating
parties happened, since they made great
kindling and it was easy to cut pieces off
of them. I am sure that Dad saw what was
happening but he never complained.
Once we got the fire going, kids just
started showing up and a great time was
had. I don’t remember there ever being
any trouble – just fun. On bigger ponds, or
especially on Benjamin Lake, we could get
a good long running start to get up speed,
heading straight at the tule patches along
the edge, and leap out into the tules. When
we got older we played hockey. Strange
things became pucks and stranger things
became hockey sticks. Chick got accused
of picking out clubs instead of sticks and
was known to aim more for shins than the
puck.

Living in NE WA – Lessons Learned

Onward, Alone
By J. Merrill Baker

Fixing the tractor was easier with a few
bits of considerate help from neighbors,
but when I finally got the blade hooked
up for plowing, it fell off halfway up my
driveway. Kinda’ takes the wind out of
your sails, although I sat there laughing.
I’d been so full of myself, feeling like
I’d accomplished something. Now I’d
lost the “castle nut” in the snow and
realized I should have gotten that cotter
pin through the bolt under the nut, instead of using a nail. Suggestions from
well-meaning family and friends? Get
out the propane flame thrower and look
for it in the melted snow. Or try my idea:
the metal detector. Brother says snow
inhibits it. I don’t know. I went in and
made soup. I’m learning!
It hasn’t been easy with Himself having
passed away a few months ago. Not that
I’m feeling sorry for myself, but it is a
journey and I can’t wallow in sadness –
there’s no future there. You can’t avoid it,
nor the occasional overwhelm. It has to
go through you and you do what you have
to. Be sad. It comes and goes, and the fire
needs to be fed, as do the cats and dogs
and deer and turkeys. They are solace in
a world that feels like it is spiraling out
of control, as is my heart in this “new
life.” Our nature is so beautiful. I sit on
our bench and appreciate the views, I
smell the fresh clean air with a scent of
snow, and I marvel. I’m still here, and
I’m still filled with the wonder of the
land we live on. Solace. And I reflect and
wonder and FEEL.
I could go on, how He was the best
part of my Life, but it was everything
we shared; the dreams, the laughter, the
deep respect and consideration we had
for one another, a love that many do not
ever experience.
There’s no way to make this funny.
It is a good thing that I can laugh at
myself, because the chores are more,
the accomplishment iffy, and I find that

I am still here. I’ve shifted so many of
my ways of doing things and discovered
there is still more to be learned. Sure, I’m
undone, scattered in thinking at times,
and really, without Himself to bounce
ideas off of, to share the everyday, the
warmth of our morning coffee and
corner chats, the plan for the day, it is
quiet. The stillness, while peaceful, isn’t
as full as it was. Quiet.
No big decisions, right? I am all I have
right now, and I know deep inside that I
will be all right. He knew that too, and
bless him, he was a good provider. We
had planned on a small vacation, one
I can’t take now because it included
Canadian hot springs which are closed
to Americans right now. I’m reminded
seeing a social media post, a round coil
of barbed wire, with the notation, “If
2020 were a Hula-Hoop.” Made me laugh,
though. I get that.
Is that all life is, a series of memories left
to you to replay endlessly in your inner
vision? No, you make new memories in
old places to continue the wonder and
discovery, and yes, the growth.
I am much more careful outside on
the ice. I carry my phone with me now,
I make sure the car is maintained and
the tires are full, the tank topped off.
I’m sure glad a neighbor stepped up to
snowplow the roads, something Himself was good at. I plow also – at least I
will once I get this tractor and its blade
together. I think I’ll get two castle nuts
and save the extra, just in case.
Bonus, I learned to bleed the water out
of the filter before I fill the tractor with
off-road winter diesel. Now to grease the
tractor, where did he put the grease gun?
James Hollis wrote: “To experience
some healing within ourselves, and to
contribute healing to the world, we are
summoned to wade through the muck
from time to time. Where we do not
go willingly, sooner or later we will be

dragged.”
Meanwhile, there is an underground
culture of people in grief. I have been in
contact with several friends who have
lost life partners, whether months or
years ago, and they have coped. They
have adapted, they have evolved. We’ve
cried and shared, laughed at ourselves
and inspired each other. Shared our
common ground, and we’ve encouraged
one another. It’s a community.
This is the community I’ve entered,
and I am impressed. With the “End of
Life” care we experienced at Mt. Carmel
Hospital, everyone from the kitchen
and cleaning staff to the nurses, doctors
and CNAs were compassionate, sharing
their stories of loss and survival. They
encouraged us, knowing the transition
was happening to us in real time, changing our lives forever, right now. They
understood what we were going through.
Their actions and wise ministrations
encourage love and give support to the
people going through the end of life with
their loved one.
We knew it was the last of our time
together, and we felt we spent it well,
enjoying our favorite music, holding
hands, talking on our phone apps face to
face with our family, sharing our favorite
moments with Papa, and some of Papa’s
favorite moments with the “kids.”
He did mention that next time we
reincarnate on a planet, HE gets to pick
the vacation spot!
This new-to-me-life is just that – new
to me, every day. I am grateful that I had
the Love of my Life; that is a gift many
people look for all their lives. The kind
of love meant to last a lifetime together
has some left over for the grace we were
shown to be showered on others. My
mantra is, “Help me be a blessing to all
I meet and may my life be lived for the
‘purposeful good.’”
Onward! With love!
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Detection,
Canine-Style
By Loren Cruden

Heath Smith trailing Dio. Photo courtesy Forktailed Media.
“What, exactly, is a conservation detection dog?” I asked Heath
Smith on a cold, grey, late-November day as we sat on separate
sides of the room, voices mask-muffled, bundled in winter layers
of clothes in a cold, unoccupied house. The ambiance was that
of an espionage debriefing in some remote safe-house, but our
purpose was to talk about four-footed members of Smith’s Rogue
Detection Teams, based along the north Columbia in rural Rice.
“Conservation detection is a research method,” Smith explained with practiced ease, “where a canine partner seeks out
an odor source for you. The source could be – often is – animal
scat, for instance. Through that scat you’re able to obtain the
animal’s DNA and find out things like whether the animal is male
or female, pregnant, how healthy the animal is, how stressed and
so on. There’s also diet information about that animal.
“Or, for example, the animal you’re interested in could be a
martin, but you’re collecting coyote scat to see if coyotes are
eating martins. Scat contains a lot of information and if you
find scat you know the animal was actually there. It’s not like
baiting animals into live traps or camera traps where they have
to come to you.
“You can train dogs to find as many kinds of odor sources
as you’re interested in, including plant sources, owl pellets, or
carcasses that wolves or cougars have been feeding on. They
can even scent toxins. We’re doing some tree-virus detection in
vineyards and cherry orchards in Washington, to locate infected
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trees and vines. I don’t know what it is that the dogs are picking
up on – maybe a stress chemical released by the tree – but they’ve
been incredible at finding which trees are infected.”
Q: Do you direct the dogs to detect only one specific odor
at a time?
Smith: “The dogs get rewarded for finding any of the odors
they’re trained for, which could be, say, 30 or so animal species
and a few plants, pellets, and carcasses. The reward for each find
is to play fetch, and they’ll play fetch all day long if we allow
them. They’re super excited to go out and work.
“All the dogs in our program are rescue dogs with an insatiable
urge to play fetch. If they’re cooped up in a house or someone
tries to make them be a pet, they’ll either develop destructive
tendencies or can become aggressive because of that pent-up
energy.
“They’re a special type of dog; it takes a lot of running around
playing fetch to get all that energy out. The handler – which we
call a bounder – receives a lot of training in how to communicate
with dogs. At the moment we have eight bounders and 18 dogs.
We rotate the dogs among us depending on who’s available to
go where, and which dog will be best for that project. Each of
us takes care of particular dogs but the dogs will work with any
of us. The team members all live together at the moment, in
three houses on the property.”
Q: In the pictures on your website, all the bounders look

Conversations
young. Is this always the case?
dog, Gator. I wasn’t his handler but we found this bond and it
Smith looked startled, not realizing that, to me, anyone under changed my life. I couldn’t do anything else after that.
50 looks young. “It doesn’t have to be the case,” he said. “It’s just
“You spend every day with these dogs, often in remote sitthat the lifestyle is such that you’re constantly traveling and in uations where it’s just you and the dog all day long, working
the field – away from society. You’re camping or living out of together, communicating back and forth. I never know how to
your car or hotel for nine or more months out of the year.”
explain it except that it’s almost magical, the relationship that
Q: Are all the bounders single?
develops.”
Smith: “None are married. It’s difficult to maintain contact
Q: Are there particular qualities you look for when checking
with loved ones when you’re traveling that much.” [It took nearly out dogs in rescue centers?
a year for me to schedule an interview with Smith.] “A number
Smith: “To a certain degree we could teach any dog, but at
of our folks are dating our folks – we’re really the only people the level we’re working at – spending 8-10 hours a day in the
we see. When we’re able, we send couples on projects together.” field and hiking 20 kilometers – we need a dog in good physical
Q: How much turnover is there?
shape who loves what we do and has the ability to work in a
Smith: “I’ve been doing this work for almost 20 years. An- number of different environments. But the thing we really look
other bounder on the team is going on 15 years. When we hire for is a dog who will play fetch nonstop.”
people we do a kind of boot camp probation and generally about
Q: You must get a lot of labs, then.
75% of those people drop out. There may be one or two who
Smith: “Labs and cattle dogs, working dogs, but mostly
continue – if they get past year three they’re probably going to whatever we find in the shelters. Big muscular dogs don’t do
stay. The two biggest things that cull long-term people out are well with hiking all day long. We try to stay with dogs under 60
graduate school and getting married. It’s a wonderful job but pounds because of having to carry all their food. We have a Chitakes a certain type of inhuahua mix, Duke, and
dividual: someone who,
another small dog; they
if they’re camping in
eat so little you wonder
the middle of nowhere
how they survive. But
for three months and
we use small dogs only
their main contact is a
on the more contained
dog, will be comfortsearches.”
able with that. A lot of
Q: Do the dogs chase
people think they would
wildlife?
be, but when it’s been a
Smith: “Dogs with a
month since you’ve even
prey-drive have to be
talked to anybody it’s a
trained not to chase.
surprise, what you learn
It really rests with the
about yourself.”
teamwork between dog
Q: Where are you
and bounder.”
originally from?
Q: What about enSmith: “Tennessee.
counters with big predWhen I was young we
ators?
moved around a bit. I
Smith: “The dogs
loved Tennessee and
wear a bear bell, so deer
the South. I never had
and bears and such move
a dog as a pet, growing
out of the area. Animals
up. I had cats. I’m a cat
we tend to have difficulty
person; I never expectwith are pack animals
ed to have dogs be my
like peccaries and javeprofession.”
linas – wild pigs. Rather
Q: What did you think
than scattering they’ll
Heath Smith and Dio. Photo courtesy Forktailed Media.
you would be?
sometimes come after
Smith: “I studied wildlife biology – was going to be a researcher, the dogs. We haven’t had any trouble with bears or mountain
a field biologist or wilderness ranger. I was a high school biolo- lions or coyotes. A couple of rattlesnake bites but everybody
...continued on page 20
gy teacher for a bit and then just stumbled into this. I met this survived – knock on wood.”
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Continued from page 19

Justin and Winnie. Photo courtesy Rogoe Detection Teams.

Q: You work all over the world?
Smith nods. “Africa, Europe, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, South America; but it’s been different this year, with the
pandemic. One of the things we’re doing is encouraging other
people to set up detection teams and programs.”

Q: How do you deal with getting dogs around from country
to country?
Smith: “We don’t like to travel with our dogs if we don’t have
to, putting them on a plane for 24-36 hours. Every time we can,
we use local dogs.
“If you’re experienced and can find the right dog, you can work
together. It takes about two years for someone to understand
the intricacies of communication. An inexperienced dog picks
up on an experienced person’s confidence and body language.
A new person with a new dog is not going to have that. If you
put an experienced dog with a new person it’ll probably work
out for about two weeks before the person inadvertently teaches
the dog other things or doesn’t reinforce the things they know
and the training starts to break down.
“The way communication has evolved, people these days tend
not to pay attention to what their body language is saying. But
dogs pay attention – they pick up on everything. Teaching people
is the difficult part. They may have a romantic view of this job,
then come to a class and discover it’s a lot of work – you’re not
just following a dog around.
“There’s a million ways to work with dogs. As they say, the
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only thing two trainers agree on is that the other one is doing
it wrong. I don’t consider myself a dog trainer. For the work we
do we don’t focus on obedience training, aside from ‘Down,’
‘Sit,’ and not chasing things.
“Over the years of teaching classes, we matched people with
dogs based on personality. But I work
with all the dogs, regardless of personality. I realized that when a person learns
just one dog, they may form a bond
and do really well, but it is based on the
person’s language – what’s in their own
head – rather than understanding the
dog’s language.
“So I started having people work
with a different dog each day. People
complained: They wanted to focus on
the dog they felt a bond with. But no,
what’s important is that when you work
with 18 different dogs, your conscious
mind is not able to make comfortable
assumptions, so your subconscious
starts to pick up on things – the dog’s
language. You start responding by moving your body a little differently. Each
dog reveals something and, through
hard work, patience, and perception, it
starts to build and you begin to be able
to communicate with all the dogs. You
become a much more well-rounded
handler to where, if you are in another
country, you can go to the shelter, find a dog and, because you
are able to communicate, teach them really quickly about what
you’re trying to do.
“Otherwise, the dogs get frustrated. Folks sometimes want
to use their pets for this work – and it’s great; we want to start
doing some ‘citizen scientist’ things – but they often end up with
problems that the dog gets the blame for. What’s wrong is the
communication. Our hope is to help people learn dog language.”
Q: Has paying close attention to the cues and body language
of dogs translated to doing the same with humans?
Smith laughs. “I wish. Reading people and communicating
with them is still not my strong suit. I can go out with a dog and
feel really comfortable, but send me out with a person – or in
my job of managing people – and I struggle with it. I don’t talk
a lot; I’m a quiet, keep-to-myself person. If I play a joke people
think I’m serious and if as the boss I’m being serious, people
think I’m joking.”
Q: Who contracts your team for detection work?
Smith: “State agencies like the Department of Fish & Wildlife
or federal agencies like the Forest Service or National Parks. Or
NGOs like the Nature Conservancy, or university researchers,

Conversations
Smith: “I think the best, most rewarding moments are when
these lost dogs who come from the shelters – those centers do
amazing work; no slight to them – start to change. These are
dogs that have been separated from their families or abused or
have been living on the streets or in a shelter for who knows
how long. No one’s really understood their potential. As they
start to learn what we’re doing – and get to play – their personalities change and their physical shape changes – the way
their muscles hold them – and their confidence builds up. It’s
incredible to see that strength and happiness come into them.
It’s the best part of the job.
“When I was in wildlife biology I was lucky enough to deal
with wolves and bears and wolverines and cougars. We were
trapping, tagging, tattooing and putting radio collars on them,
and I thought that was how to become a scientist. There’s a lot
of great information you can get from that, but it just wasn’t
what I really wanted to do. It wasn’t connection to the bears or
cougars; it wasn’t communication with them.
“Working with our dogs and the different studies, the cool
thing is that not only do you have communication with the dogs,
you’re also watching them find all these signs of different animals
Max tracking a bear through water. Photo courtesy Rogoe Detection Teams.

grad students, private organizations. Or other dog programs
that request help.
“We love the fieldwork but as we got older we realized we’d
like to share our philosophy and get other people interested. I
hope local people will reach out to us if they have issues with
their dogs. We plan to open classes for kids who might someday
become bounders – to have that communication and connection
with a dog. The main thing I try to get across these days is how
important the person is in this equation.
“What we hope to turn our facility into is a place for researchers
to come and take a month-long class. If they pass that, we’ll find
them a rescue dog and help them work with it and make sure
they have all the support they need to do that. But the point is
we’re investing in them, not in putting years into programming
a dog and turning it over to them. It’s about relationship.”
Q: What brought your team to settle in the Rice area?
Smith: “We put out feelers from Colorado on west and looked
everywhere. This spot in Rice has enough housing for us and the
dogs. Before finding this we were looking at properties over in
Montana and Colorado, South Dakota, and down in Arizona.
We came up with the name ‘Rogue Detection Teams’ because
we saw a place in the Rogue River
valley in Oregon that looked
good. In the meantime we were
trying to keep the fieldwork
going and had to have a name
for ourselves. We’re somewhat
rogues ourselves, in that we do
things a little differently than the
mainstream. So the name fits.”
Q: How do you like this area?
Smith: “Oh – we love it! It’s
beautiful here and we’re lucky
to have enough property for
training the dogs. We’re really
hoping, once the world gets
back to normal, to engage with
the community here and help
interested folks with their own
dogs whether that’s with mushroom hunting or hunting or just
working with their dog.”
Q: What’s the hardest part of
your job?
Smith: “Management. Business stuff. I don’t think it’s any of
the group’s strong suit. Being a bunch of introverts and wearing
a lot of different hats – whether for social media, invoicing, accounting, setting up schedules or just managing the team – it’s all
really hard. Working with the dogs is a vacation in comparison.”
Q: Favorite moments on the job?

that show how they use their environment. You’re constantly
learning; it’s very rewarding. I can’t imagine doing anything else.”
Loren Cruden writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry, available
at www.LorenBooks.com, and provides Home Pet Care in the
north Stevens County area.
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LISTEN UP
Reviews by Michael Pickett

ARO – Atmospheric Rock from Beyond
There are so many sub-genres of rock
now you almost need an encyclopedia
to keep track of
everything from
atmo-rock to zeuhl
(a type of explosive
progressive rock,
just to save you
some research).
While Aimee Osbourne (under the
moniker ARO) has
spent time refining
a clever and layered
rock sound – one
that seems to draw from the cerebral
likes of Kate Bush, Radiohead and other
off-the-beaten path influences – her
style is grounded in superb vocal takes,

as Vacare Adamaré holds nothing back
in terms of unexpected album twists,
turns and overall
greatness.
ARO describes
“Sha red S omet hi ng w it h t he
Night” as a kind
of “dark lullaby” to
ease the “torment”
of losing one’s self
in another, with
gorgeous melodies, unaffected
vocal turns and
the one-two punch of lilting synths
and unexpected guitar heaviness. The
subtly-jagged “Choir Day” offsets the
off-kilter, soundtrack-y “Shark Knight,”

which sounds like a clever Peter Scherer
production, with ARO vocals riding
high over the barely-contained audio
insanity.
We’re going to mention, only barely
and at the end here, that ARO is the
daughter of Ozzy and Sharon Osbourne,
and we do so because she deserves to
be an artist who stands entirely on her
own. Having professionally distanced
herself from the heavy metal legacy of
her iconic father, ARO has created an album full of unexpected events that still
prove to be a picture-perfect showcase
for her beautiful and compelling vocals.
Hopefully this is the start of a long
and fruitful career. Check out ARO’s
Vacare Adamaré online and get a taste
of the artfully unusual.

Neal Schon and the Interstellar Muse

For the last few months, anyone who
has been connected to Journey guitarist
Neal Schon via social media has been able
to watch him jam on one of his many
thousands of guitars (OK, maybe not
thousands ... but a lot) in his Bay-area
music room.
It’s been a blast to watch him play just
for the joy of playing, stretching and

Red Barn
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490 West 2nd Ave
2nd & Railroad on truck route

509-684-8995

Creston & Luan Clowser

testing the tones of the many axes in his
arsenal ... and much of it has led to both
the impending release of a new Journey
album and to this: his new solo album,
Universe.
Powered by an instantly-recognizable
guitar style across an unexpected array
of blazing tones, the compositions here,
like album opener “Something in the
Heart,” the rhythmically Toto-esque
“Chrome Shuffle” and a raging Hendrix
cover in “Third Stone,” are diverse but
glued together by producer (and brand
new Journey drummer) Narada Michael
Walden, with suitably lush keyboard pads
and obviously Schon’s Sustainiac-laden
singing guitar lines.
A world away from AOR-era Journey, this album mines more of Schon’s
rhythm and early prog-rock leanings ...
and certainly nods here and there to his
time with Carlos Santana, lending a truly
vocal-esque touch to the instrumental
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version of Prince’s “Purple Rain.”
If Universe shows us anything, it’s
that this album can barely contain Neal
Schon’s creativity and incredible solo
guitar prowess. It’s a welcome addition
to the Schon/Journey catalog and a great
2020 gift from the cosmos..
Check out Michael Pickett’s music, free
at pickettmusic.com.

A Good Read
Reviews by Loren Cruden

The Mare, by Mary Gaitskill
The Mare, a novel by Mary Gaitskill, goes for the heart
but avoids taking a corny or facile route. Her shorn,
visceral prose and flawed characters refuse to conform
to any heartwarming formula, yet stir the reader. Plus
there’s a girl and a horse: an infallible combo.
The short chapters – a page or two each – alternate
between the two main voices, with viewpoint-chapters from other characters inserted here and there.
The primary voices are those of Velvet (a precociously
aware Dominican girl from Brooklyn) and Ginger (a
childlike middle-aged White woman from upstate).
Velvet’s chapters reveal her intense home and social
life in the city and the lures and alienations within
the time spent with her benefactors – and an abused
horse – upstate.
It’s an easy book to binge-read: compelling voices,
scenarios, and contrasts. Velvet at 12 in her Latinx
neighborhood: “So I just sat and felt Dominic’s leg like
it was breathing life into my leg, up into my whole body.
… And his look was not candy. It was tight and hot,
joking and serious. Like a song I never heard before.”

And, “I thought, upstate
is nice. But compared
to here, upstate is like
somebody dreaming to
themselves.”
Ginger, with her husband: “I wanted to talk
to Paul and I couldn’t.
I couldn’t even feel him
when I lay next to him
that night, except distantly, like something
chaotic was happening
somewhere far away
from me.”
The message is: life is messy. Sometimes you have
to step up and grasp the lead rope. “Horses are real,
they don’t care who deserves what. They do what they
do and if you can’t handle it, you shouldn’t be there.”
Velvet’s ferocious, unforgettable mom is another real
force to be reckoned with.

Anything Is Possible, by Elizabeth Strout
Elizabeth Strout’s characters feel local: real. Her Olive
Kitteridge, in the Pulitzer-winning novel of that name,
was one such character, as was Lucy Barton in My Name
Is Lucy Barton. Lucy and her siblings reappear in Anything Is Possible, a multi-faceted portrait of Midwest
small-town drama.
Like the houses characters live in, each chapter could
stand alone but their collective forms a community
that anyone who’s lived in a small social world will find
familiar. “Yvonne’s sandals, with high cork wedges,
made her even taller. They gave away to Linda the fact
that Yvonne had, in her youth, most likely not come from
much. Shoes always gave you away.” The shift in narrative
point of view in each chapter reminds us that how others
see us is not often the way we see ourselves – or want to
be seen by others.
Many of Strout’s characters are not young; she writes
most knowingly of all about the not-young, with accuracy,
acerbic wit, and a kindness devoid of sentimentality. At-

tending a play, “It seemed
to Abel that everyone
was loudly reciting a line,
and this caused him discomfort, as though he’d
not be able to leave the
theater without thinking
that everyone he met was
reciting a line. Surely going to the theater should
not have that effect on a
person.”
B o ok a f t e r b o ok ,
Strout’s stories ring true,
exposing human vulnerability and also the ornery
strength and grace that sometimes allows consolation.
Loren Cruden writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry,
available at www.LorenBooks.com, and provides Home
Pet Care in the north Stevens County area.
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Of Red Fish and Water Ouzels
Article & Photos by D.L. Kreft

To my mind, no pleasant experience is
better remembered than the one you did
not expect. We call this effect serendipity.
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines
the word as: “the faculty or phenomenon
of finding valuable or agreeable things
not sought for.”
One such recent experience involved
the unexpected blending of dying red
fish and busy water ouzels. The fish were
spawning kokanee salmon in a clear
mountain stream. The water ouzel is
a fascinating bird more widely known
as the American dipper. Though very
much alive at the time, the kokanee
were on their final journey that would
lead to both new life and slow death. The
dippers darted in and out, first above
and then below the clear waters of the

the 3- to-4-year-old adult kokanee. Just
upstream from the county road bridge I
located several pools where the fish had
gathered in schools, waiting for the time
to be perfect for egg laying and fertilization. Kokanee are a landlocked variety
of the well-known Sockeye salmon (Onchorhynchus nerka). Kokanee live their
entire life in fresh waters, spawning in
smaller streams, moving to nearby larger
lakes for 3-4 years, and then returning
to their natal stream to spawn, and die.
I have read where the adult kokanee,
like other salmon, absorb their scales as
they begin to spawn. The process reveals
the reddish flesh beneath the now translucent skin. Their heads remain a dark
green while the rest of their body steadily
changes to a mottled orange, and then

stream. All involved were fulfilling their
purpose, there together on that stream.
I was there to bear witness.
The location of this natural drama was
amid the lower reaches of Harvey Creek,
where it enters the south end of Sullivan
Lake, entrenched within the Selkirk
Mountains of northeastern Washington.
I had come to Harvey Creek in mid-November to see the annual spawning of

to a bright red, as spawning reaches its
peak. The red color lets other kokanee
know they are ready to spawn.
A paired couple build a gravel nest
known as a redd. They lay roe and milt
into the nest and cover it over with clean
gravel. The males drift away to finish
their life in a slow decay, losing their
red color and turning a ghostly white.
The females remain on guard over the
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nest until they die, or perhaps succumb
to the talons of an eagle or the teeth of
an otter or mink.
I learned from Bill Baker, a fish biologist for the Washington Department of
Fish & Wildlife Region 1, that kokanee
were first planted in Sullivan Lake in
1913. Planting continued up through
1945 using fish stocks from Whatcom
Lake in western Washington. The kokanee population has been self-sustaining
since then. Baker said the kokanee of
Sullivan Lake are relatively small, reaching only 9-10 inches in length before
spawning. The lake’s waters are poor in
nutrients, basically because it is so clean
and cold. Competition for food is intense
and the fish suffer in size because of it.
Anywhere from 4,600 to 25,000 adults
will spawn in this stretch of Harvey
Creek in any given year. The primary
food source for growing kokanee are tiny
zooplankton animals called Daphnia, or
water fleas. The Daphnia feed on algae
and other vegetable matter, but the lake
is so cold and nutrient-poor there is
not much of that to go around. In good
years for the Daphnia their population
increases, and the size and reproductive
success of the kokanee does also. This in
turn means more kokanee to feed heavily
on the little water fleas and reduce their
population. That then adversely affects
the kokanee population. And so it goes,
round and round, year after year.
My mind focused back on the beautifully clear waters of Harvey Creek.
The slender kokanee maintained their
positions in the pools and eddies of the
stream, unless I stepped too closely.
At the first sense of danger they darted upstream, maybe down, or under
a nearby overhanging log. The scene
was mesmerizing, much like watching
a snowfall through a window, or the
random flickering and popping of a
campfire.
I would have been quite happy with
finding the spawning kokanee and left

there content with a successful trip. But
that vision was to be disrupted, unexpectedly, by serendipitous guests, the
water ouzels.
Staring into the quiet pools, I was
startled by rapid-fire bubbling trills,
“zzzrrttss,” and whistled notes. These
sounds flew past me on dark gray wings
as two American dippers arrived to inspect the two-legged intruder on their
territory. Harvey Creek is their creek!
Flying from rock to rock in mid-stream
they would land and begin bobbing up
and down, checking to see if I had moved
an inch. Satisfied that I was not much
of a threat they began diving into the
current, searching for caddisfly larvae
and other tasty bugs … maybe even a
stray kokanee egg.
Each time I moved to a different pool to
view the kokanee (upstream or down) at
least one of the dippers would invariably
follow. After alighting on a suitable rock
in mid-stream they would commence
their dipping motion, looking this way
and that. The rock they chose would be
close, but not too close, in case I should

make a threatening move of any kind.
A little smaller than a robin, these
chunky gray birds are North America’s
only true aquatic songbird. These birds
can swim and walk underwater using
their wings as hydrofoils, directing the
pressure of moving water downward,
anchoring them to the streambed and
not getting swept away. Using special
oil glands, they keep their feathers waterproof, and even squeeze trapped air
from their dense body feathers so they are
less buoyant and able to stay underwater
with less effort. The folk name of “ouzel”
comes from old English where the word
referred to a black or dark-colored bird.
I am fascinated by American dippers.
So was John Muir, the eminent American
naturalist and conservationist of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Muir
devoted an entire chapter of his 1894
book, The Mountains of California, to
the ouzel. In Chapter 13, “The Ouzel,”
Muir describes the bird this way: “He
is the mountain streams’ own darling,
the humming-bird of blooming waters,
loving rocky ripple-slopes and sheets of

foam as a bee loves flowers, as a lark loves
sunshine and meadows. Among all the
mountain birds, none has cheered me so
much in my lonely wanderings, none so
unfailingly.”
As the dippers went on with their loud
singing, searching and foraging, I found
myself in a most agreeable and unexpected circumstance. The transparent
waters of Harvey Creek had let me view
the fulfillment of the kokanee in their
deadly pursuit of regenerating life. The
same waters provide life for the dippers,
even in winter if unfrozen, free-flowing
stretches remain for them. Muir wrote,
“The mountains are calling and I must
go. In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks. Climb the
mountains and get their good tidings.”
I think he understood serendipity when
he saw it. I know I saw it that day at
Harvey Creek.
Now that he is retired, Dave is enjoying
life as a nature photographer, writer, and
administrator of the Northeast Washington Birders Group, @NEWAbirders,
on Facebook.
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Life’s Stretch

Cross-Body Patterning with Yoga
By Brenda St. John

“The nature of yoga is to shine the light of awareness into the darkest corners of the body.
								~ Jason Crandall

From a yoga perspective, the human body is very versatile
and able to move in three planes. Those would be the sagittal
plane, the coronal plane, and the transverse plane. To illuminate the movements, each is described below.
For the sagittal plane, visualize dropping a pane of glass
down the center of the body, dividing it into a left side and
a right side. Movements are largely forward and backward.
Yoga poses that take place in the sagittal plane include Supta
Padangusthasana A (raising a leg straight up overhead from
a reclining position), High Lunge, and Standing Back Bends,
just to name a few. A classic Sun Salutation only utilizes the
sagittal plane.
To illustrate the coronal plane, visualize dropping a pane of
glass down the center of the body, but this time separating the
body into a front side (anterior) and a back side (posterior). Yoga
poses that involve adduction and abduction (moving toward
the midline or away from the midline of the body) take place
in the coronal plane. Think of side-to-side movements. Some
examples are Virabhadrasana II (Warrior II), Trikonasana
(Triangle), and side-bending.
The transverse plane bisects the body into a top half and a
bottom half, otherwise described as a horizontal plane. Twisting, or rotating, is the movement that occurs in the transverse
plane. Examples of yoga poses that take place in
the transverse plane are Parivrtta Trikonasana
(Revolved Triangle), Ardha Matsyendrasana
(Half Lord of the Fishes), and any other twist.
It is beneficial to move the body in all three
planes on a regular basis, and to add the pattern
called “cross body movement” that typically involves moving
opposite arm and leg across the sagittal plane. The right and
left hemispheres of the brain influence movements of the
right and left sides of the body. When we utilize cross-body
movements, we reinforce these connections between the right
and left hemispheres. Therefore, this form of movement is not
only beneficial for our body, but also for our brain. It helps us
to improve our physical coordination and also our cerebral
activities.
One of the cross-body movements I frequently use in my
classes is called Sunbird. Others may know it by the term Spinal
Balance. To do this pose, start on hands and knees in Table
Top. The wrists should be directly beneath the shoulders and
knees beneath the hip joints. The chin is in neutral, meaning it
is not tucked toward the chest nor tilted up. There is a straight
line from the back of the head to the tailbone.
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Engage the belly by drawing the navel in slightly. On an
inhalation, extend the right leg up and straight back. Activate
the leg and keep lifting it from the inner thigh. Flex the toes
toward the face and draw the outer left hip down toward the
mat so the hips are squared. Then extend the left arm forward
with the palm of the hand facing the midline of the body
(thumb up). Hold this position for several breaths, return to
Table Top, and repeat on the opposite sides.
After a couple of sets like this, move with your breath. On an
inhalation, extend the arm and opposite leg. On an exhalation,
return to Table Top. Keep alternating sides with your breath.
For an added challenge, with the exhales, arch the back and
bring elbow to chest and knee to chest simultaneously. Inhale
and extend. Repeat several times with the same combination
before switching sides.
Here is a short yoga sequence that will apply all four types
of movements: Begin in Table Top pose. Connect with breath.
On an inhalation, come into Sunbird by extending and lifting
the right leg while extending the left arm forward. Exhale back
to center. Inhale and repeat Sunbird on the other side. Exhale
back to center.
On an exhale, tuck the toes under, lift the knees off the mat,
send the hips up and back, and come into Downward Facing
Dog. Hold for the inhale, then
exhale and return to Table Top.
Hold for the inhale, then exhale
and sink the hips back to the heels
for Child Pose (pictured). On
an inhalation, rise up on knees,
sweeping arms out to the sides and up overhead, reaching
back behind you for a backbend. On an exhalation, reach the
right hand down to grab the right ankle (Half Camel pose).
Come back up on the inhalation. Exhale and lower the left
hand to grab the left ankle. Inhale back up. Exhale and lower
the hands to the mat (Table Top).
Exhale and slide the right leg back. Inhale and sweep the
right arm to the sky for a Modified Side Plank (left knee on
mat). Exhale as the hand lowers to the mat and the right knee
comes back for Table Top. Then slide the left leg back. Inhale
and sweep the left arm to the sky for Modified Side Plank.
Exhale and return to Table Top.
This is a basic sequence that can be modified in several places
to lengthen the routine. Have fun with it!
Namaste.
Brenda St. John has taught yoga classes in Chewelah since 2010.

A Year On the Farm
Bale Grazing
By Michelle Lancaster

For the past few years we have been
winter feeding our animals by bale grazing
in a part of the pasture lacking organic
matter. Bale grazing is a term used to
describe the action of feeding animals
from bales of hay, but not in a barn,
rather out in a field, on the ground. Waste
from the animals and from the bales of
hay decompose, providing safe, natural
fertilizer for the field.
In the fall, we place round bales of hay
on the parts of pasture we would like to
see improved. Then we fence off each bale
using electric netting. This year we also
have a heifer in with the sheep and they
provide company for each other.
Normally, we do not encourage feeding
animals on the ground, due to heavy waste
(up to 40% of hay is lost) and parasite concerns (could pick up coccidia or worms
by eating manure-contaminated hay). We
eliminate parasite issues by rotating the
bale grazing area, so they never feed in
the same spot for very long.
We sold most of our sheep last year to
people wanting to raise their own animals,
due to the unstable commercial markets.
This left us with only four ewes and a ram.
Bale grazing would be easier with a larger
flock or herd that could eat a bale each day
or within a few days. To reduce waste with
the smaller group, we peel off sections of
a bale to feed each day, making one bale
last for about two weeks. The sheep get
more than enough feed, the feed quality
stays top notch, and there is still enough
waste to provide organic matter coverage
on the ground (about 20% left as future
fertilizer).
The soil is so poor that attempts to plant
cover crops have failed in the past. The
plants come up spindly or not at all. This
is our first winter feeding bales outside for
so long into the season. We invested in
extra round bales from Echo Valley Farm
on Williams Lake Road that are a small,
workable size of around 500 pounds.

Our plan is to disc and harrow the
area in April, then plant annual crops for
immediate pasture.
For the chickens, we buy whole grains
from Red Bridge Farm in Kettle Falls that

matter content.
The combined use of hay and animals is
an inexpensive tool to build soil fertility
in our county. In addition, wool quality
and cleanliness of the wool is much

we then blend and grind for our hens. We
can use cleaned individual whole grains
– wheat, oats and barley – plus peas to
provide an inexpensive cover crop and
annual pasture for our milk cows. The
risk of weed seed is minimal as long as
we use clean seed and not the bottom of
the barrel.
We harvested a large amount of parsnip
seed from the garden that will provide
a taproot addition to the mix, plus as
a broadleaf above-ground to catch the
sun’s rays. Azure Standard sells whole
buckwheat, so I bought five pounds to
add for flowers for the bees and diversity
to the mix.
After reading Gabe Brown’s book, Dirt
to Soil, we got the idea to keep our bale
grazing ground in annual production for
a few years. This helps build up the soil
aggregation (the soil becomes less like
a dense fudge and more like a spongy
chocolate cake) and increases the organic

improved by this method of feeding.
The soil will become healthier, so that a
permanent crop of grasses and legumes
will actually have a chance of germination
and survival!
Michelle Lancaster homesteads with
her family on Old Dominion Mountain
in Colville. She writes at Spiritedrose.
wordpress.com
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The Positive Role of Fungi
		
By Jim Groth

As we all know, trees are mostly
composed of wood, which provides the
strength to support such large plants. But
hidden inside are the plumbing systems
that bring water and nutrients to the top
of the tree and the sugars produced by
photosynthesis to all parts of the tree,
including the roots and the mycorrhizal
fungi that surround the roots, which
depend on these sugars.
So, what exactly is wood? It has two
components: cellulose and lignin. Cellulose is made up of sugar molecules

in Wood Decay

of attacking wood and reducing it to
carbon dioxide and water. One of the
few is fungi.
In any walk in the woods you might
notice large, woody structures growing
on dead trees or stumps. We call these
conks and they are the reproductive parts
of fungi that are living in and decomposing the wood. A large tree with conks
showing is of little use to loggers. There
might still be a lot of good wood inside,
but the industry is geared to harvest and
process completely intact logs. I have

Figure 1

(from photosynthesis) joined together to
produce long, branched chains.
Lignin is much more complex, but you
can think of it as the glue that binds the
cellulose molecules together to give wood
its strength. The beauty of wood is that it is
strong but relatively light. Lignin is much
more of a branched compound, being the
result of a series of chemical events that
require enzymes and chemical pathways
that convert simple molecules into more
complex substances. Trees do this well.
The result of all this is that wood, even
dead wood, is difficult to decompose.
Very few microorganisms are capable

noticed that even firewood hunters want
intact logs. They eschew any hint of rot.
The fungi that rot wood are extreme
specialists. Most are Basidiomycetes,
the large group of fungi that includes
typical mushrooms. But the conks are
woody or leathery and inedible, with a
few noteworthy exceptions (including
oyster, chicken-of-the-woods, honey
mushroom and wood ear).
Fungi do almost all the heavy lifting in
recycling wood and releasing its components to be used by others. For certain,
this is also a serious source of carbon in
the air. At least it does not result in the
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other toxic chemicals and particulates in
smoke that fire releases. Recycling has to
happen, one way or another. Fungi work
slowly and methodically to do this and
there are thousands of wood-rotters that
occupy every niche.
Fungi that rot wood have been divided into two groups: brown-rotters and
white-rotters, based on the appearance
of the wood that they have rotted.
Brown-rotters are fungi that have the
enzyme systems to selectively remove the
cellulose from the wood. White-rotters
break down the even tougher lignin.
Some wood-rotters specialize in small
trees and branches. They produce small
conks, often called shelves or brackets,
or even layers of pores that are closely
appressed to the stick or log. Most of
these are only on dead wood. But some
can take down a large tree with the help
of the weather. Heartwood is dead tissue,
but it plays an important physical role
in supporting the tree. Once it rots, the
tree is subject to breakage in high winds.
As you walk through a forest you will
see many signs of wood-rotting fungi.
Large living trees can have conks on their
sides, or sometimes on the ground beside
them. Figure 1 illustrates some large
conks. The left photo is of a dead oak that
was colonized by Ischnoderma resinosum
(don’t bother to remember this name – it
will probably change to something else
in a few years). The fungus produced a
large number of brown conks. The photo
on the right shows an attractive group
of conks of Polyporus squamosus on a
large, healthy cottonwood tree. Both
indicate that heartwood rot is happening. Dead trees may continue to support
heartwood-rotters but other fungi will
also move in as the tree loses its vital
resistance.
The rotting wood of large dead standing trees makes them available to a host
of creatures, providing food and shelter,
like “critter hotels” for birds, mammals,
insects, and even some reptiles and

amphibians. Because of this, I am of the
opinion that they should not be removed,
as is sometimes done to facilitate making
room for growing trees.
Downed logs are also available for lots
of animals, from squirrels to salamanders
to mice and chipmunks. They retain their
shape as hollow logs for years. Eventually
large and old logs illustrate well the work
of brown-rotters. Their wood has become
a checkered or cubical mass (Figure 2)
of soft brown lignin, not-quite-sawdust
that shelters all sorts of small creatures,
especially insects.
Often you see a large decayed log
ripped open. That is the result of a bear
looking for ants, etc. A natural forest
should contain dead old growth trees as
snags or logs, and a mix of species of all
sizes. Strongly managed forests often do
not contain some of these components.
Their purpose is to maximum wood
production.
As the wood-rot fungi do their work,
the organisms of the forest depend and
thrive on the results of the process. This
has been going on for a long time. Here

in the north it’s been happening since
the last glaciers receded, over 10,000
years ago. But if you go to Stonerose in

Figure 2

Republic (and you should), you can see
from plant fossils that you can collect
that there were mixed hardwood and
coniferous forests here 50 million years
ago. The fungi there were already doing
their duty in decomposing the wood in
those trees.
In summary, fungi contribute in so
many ways to how our forests thrive.
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the superior forms, and they reduce the
wood to its elements, making room for
new trees and enhancing the forest soils.
These are all critical ecological services.
Jim Groth taught mycology for 21 years
at the University of Minnesota. His love of
the west and of quiet rural living prompted
his wife Jo Ann and him to move here in
2004.
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Dreams and Opportunities

By Joe Barreca

There is a lot to lose as you get older:
health, friends, memory, and often
dreams. I sometimes think that maturity
is just a matter of giving up on things
you will never be great at in order to
concentrate on those you can do well.
When even those start to slip, I ask
myself, “Who will carry on what I’ve
started?” and, beyond that, “Who will
take up all the tasks and ideas I would
like to see happen but am too old or too
busy to start by myself?”
Ordinary people can start organizations that grow and prosper long after
they have moved on. Looking at things
I helped start that are still thriving, the
ones I cooperated with others on stand
out. (There is another list of businesses
Since 1984
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I have been part of that no longer exist.)
I started out to write this article about
business ideas that younger people could
develop and make a living at that would
change the world for the better and support a family too. Along the way I thought
“Why not ask other people if they had
thoughts about opportunities they see?”
No matter where the ideas come from, I
want to relate lessons learned from innovators and entrepreneurs who envision
a community they want to help build.
In a very 2020 family Thanksgiving
event, I participated in a Zoom meeting with my family during which my
brother-in-law, Roger Ellison, showed
us a brick that he made out of clay and
recycled glass. It is part of his continuing
series of experiments to develop a way to
make his own bricks to use in kilns where
he makes biochar. He also announced
that he had sold his first cubic yard of
biochar. I decided that this called for a
follow-up Zoom meeting with Roger
about opportunities.
Biochar added to soil has been shown
to increase crop production, soil biology, water and nutrient retention, and
nutrient density in food, as well as aid
soil structure and permanently remove
carbon from the atmosphere, according
to Biochar Market Analysis for San Juan

County and the Pacific Northwest by the
Northwest Natural Resource Group.
Roger sent me a copy.
Biochar is charcoal without anything
added. Think of it as a sponge made of
pure carbon. It is usually made by burning off resins from wood or other plant
waste to leave only charcoal.
The Biochar Market Analysis said that
making and selling it could produce
income of around $20 an hour. If successful. The product faces huge hurdles
in consumer understanding of its value.
Commercial farmers often look at it as
an expense meant to reduce costs of
other fertilizer additives. That doesn’t
guarantee sales, because many farmers
lease land and have little incentive to
increase its long-term fertility at the
cost of short-term profits. Some farmers would prefer to produce biochar
themselves but seldom can afford the
time to do that in significant quantities.
I wondered how Roger managed to sell
biochar for a profit.
The answer is that he sells biochar along
with plants, fruits and vegetables. This
means his overhead is spread out over
many products. Additionally, Roger sells
all of his products through the San Juan
Islands Food Hub, an organization that
lists products and takes orders online and
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Down to Earth
lets consumers pick up their orders at a
central location. It is a cooperative run
by the producers (sjifh.com). There are
similar organizations in other western
Washington counties and in Spokane.
Local Inland Northwest Cooperative
(LINC Foods) lets farmers list produce
online (LINCFoods.
com). Farmers bring
their crops to a central
warehouse and from
there LINC distributes it to restaurants,
schools and, this year,
directly to individual
consumers. This cooperative approach
diffuses the costs of
retail markup, sales
overhead, transportation and distribution.
Sensing more opportunities, I called Dan
Jackson at LINC Foods
and asked what kinds
of products they were
looking for. He said he gets that question
a lot. He said LINC and its customers are
looking first for quality. After all, you can
already get almost any variety of food
you want from groceries.
His next piece of advice sounded similar to Aristotle’s “Knowing yourself is the
beginning of all wisdom.” In this view
there are opportunities everywhere, but
it takes passion and dedication to succeed
and also knowledge of the market and
experience in production to achieve the
quality needed to sustain sales.
Realizing that I needed more seasoned
advice, I contacted Barry Lamont at
Tri County Economic Development
(TEDD) (tricountyedd.com). His first
advice sounded a lot like Dan Jackson’s
and Aristotle’s: Ask yourself what you
want to be doing. He said 95% of businesses in Northeast Washington are
Limited Liability Corporations or Sole
Proprietorships started by people with

their own dreams. You don’t necessarily
need a lot of money or a lot of employees
to get started. Opportunities are growing
in the service sector, such as yard care,
healthcare and home maintenance,
because of our aging population (that
would be me). Lamont also said electri-

relevant experience, and a history that
will make their loan approval board
believers in your idea.
Lamont also recommended the market
research guru at the Spokane Public
Library, Mark Pond, 509-444-5312. For
example, a watercolor artist wanted to
know the market for
her art and asked Pond
for leads. In a matter
of minutes, Pond had
a list of possibilities so
detailed that he drilled
down and found the
name and address of a
woman who bought a
lot of art and lived in
the artist’s home town.
I’m still going to
pursue describing enterprises I would like
to see initiated to help
our health and that of
the soil, especially if
readers like you send
Roger’s Biochar setup.
them to me. But in any
cians, heating and cooling technicians, case, I suggest that people who want
carpenters, and plumbers are in demand. to get into a career or enterprise ask
He noted that if your startup ideas themselves who they are now and what
require more money than you have, it they want to become. In the meantime,
may be difficult to get a bank loan. The before I start promoting ideas, I have a
good news is that TEDD is a secondary lot of questions for Mark Pond.
lender, which means if a bank turns you
Joe Barreca makes maps, grows
down, you can apply through TEDD. grapes, makes wine and posts blogs on
You need a good business plan, some BarrecaVineyards.com
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Relationship with Plants
By Faye Stewart
When two people “click” it’s often referred to as good chemistry, an interesting
word choice for what may seem simply
serendipitous. But “chemistry” is indeed
the accurate term, a nod to the actual
body-brain chains of reaction sparked.
Encounters between people and plants
can be similar, stimulating good, bad, or
neutral chemistry. As with human-to-human encounters, relationships with
plants can incorporate both explicit and
subtle cues.
Anyone who gardens, farms, wildcrafts, or grows things indoors – or eats
fruits and vegetables, tends a lawn, uses
hay or straw, wears cotton or hemp,
smokes pot or tobacco, uses medicinal
herbs or enjoys bouquets of flowers – or
is allergic to cedar or pollen or ragweed
and so on – has a relationship with plants.
The interesting question is: What kind of
relationship is it?

When I ask myself this question, tributary questions – closer to the headwaters
– appear, such as:
How attentive am I to the plants in my
environment?
What informs my response? What is it
that draws or repels me? A plant’s color?
Shape? Scent? Texture? Taste? Mental/
emotional associations or history I carry
regarding it?
Is my relationship a consumerist/user
one? Is it adversarial? Appreciative? Are
there aspects of mutuality/reciprocity?
Do I often reflect on the events and
processes that bring a particular plant
product from its native ground to my
hand?
These and similar questions take the
inquiry beyond just compatibility or
incompatibility with a plant’s chemical
constituents. They help clarify one’s interactions with plants. For some, bringing
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sensitivity and respect to relating with
plants may nurture a perspective of
goodwill toward the world in general.
Understanding the way a plant’s
chemical constituents act on the body
is important, but one of the things that
became apparent during my work as an
herbalist was that the more receptive a
person feels toward a plant, the more
effective the remedy tends to be: the
more opportunity for good chemistry to
manifest. The converse tends to be true
also – the less resonance, the less effective
the remedy may be. Resistance constricts
whereas embrace relaxes; healing needn’t
be a battle.
As a kid, my son decided that the worse
the herbal tincture/tea tasted, the better
the medicine worked, so he did not resist.
Pleasantness is not necessarily the pivotal
factor determining a good relationship
with a plant.
My son had a counter-intuitive relationship with poison ivy also. Growing
up in the woods, actively aware of habitat,
my son nonetheless ended up with major
poison ivy rashes 19 times, while I had
none. He even got it in February once,
at a hot springs amid the snow. When
I questioned him about this strange
magnetism to poison ivy he said that the
relationship didn’t feel adversarial despite
the painful rashes. What’s intriguing is
that, though my son remains as rural as
ever, I don’t think he’s had a single case
of poison ivy since he was a teen.
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Green Medicine
Places are often recognized or recalled
by their vegetation. Whole cultures
have evolved around what flourishes in
an area, such as the Northwest coastal
tribes’ relationship with cedar, the inland
Salish relationship with camas, and the
Southwest tribal relationship with maize.
Human reliance on plants for food, shelter, medicine, clothing, shade, enjoyment
and many other things goes back to our
origins. Our bodies and psyches are designed to engage the enlivening qualities
of vegetation – to link plants and trees
with well-being.
Years ago, when I was diagnosed with
hypertension (high blood pressure) and
prescribed medication for it, the doctor
told me I’d likely be taking the drug for
the rest of my life. Being dependent on
access to a pill every day didn’t catch my
fancy. A hawthorn tree grew next to the
house in which I was living. When the
berries ripened, I gathered them and
made a tincture. Because the tree was part
of my daily habitat, I was intimate with its
seasonal aspects and changes: the thrush
that perched on its bare, thorny branches
to announce spring; the leaves and rich
creamy clusters of blossoms that followed;
the rabbit that sometimes crouched at its
base in summer; the winds that tore its
leaves away, revealing the tree’s expressive
architecture as winter set in.
Gathering the deep-red berries and
making the tincture, these ingrained
associations and the quiet guardian-

ship-quality of the barbed tree felt part
of the medicine distilled in the tincture.
So that taking it each day was like a walk
with an old friend – a congenial, healing
ease of relationship: good chemistry.
Hawthorn works slowly, doesn’t barge
in trying to cure you. Partnership with
hawthorn is a patient, steady relationship,
a long, contemplative walk together.
During the year of that walk (and taking
medication) my doctor worked with me
in slowly transitioning off the pills. At the
end of the year, pill-free, the hypertension
was gone, my blood pressure better than
it had been even before the rise.
I’ve continued taking these peaceful
strolls with hawthorn on and off over the
years when my body signals a need for it.
Working with clients as an herbalist,
I often noticed qualities in a person that
seemed to mirror those of a specific plant
– or qualities dormant or lacking in a per-

son that medicinally abide in a particular
plant – either way suggesting the potential
for good chemistry between them. Such
as a person with oak-like strength and
rigidity doing well with a bendy willow
remedy for his headaches. Or a person
sensitive to pressure finding sanctuary
in the normalizing power of hawthorn.
If there is more to well-being than just
having someone fix what’s broken in the
body, it may be that the missing ingredient
has to do with relationship. When body
or mind is out of sorts, feeling estranged
from well-being, it is often the bridge of
relationship that restores connection and
balance. Plant allies can be part of harmonious participation in your habitat and
healing within oneself: good chemistry.
Faye Stewart has gathered, gardened
and enjoyed working with herbs for decades. She ran a medicinal herb business
for 15 years.
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Family Ties

By Becky Dubell
Well … we made it, and so it’s time
for my personal resolution check-up.
Want to go get your list of 2020 resolutions and play along?
I had only two resolutions for January of 2020. #1: write snail mail letters
to my siblings and various relatives. #2:
put more miles on AntMan (my threewheeled motorcycle). Well …
Resolution #1 worked for about five
months, well, maybe four. It was about
the time my life seemed to become boring with this new world normal. You
know, I didn’t think that “stay-cations”
were as interesting as “va-cations” and
so did not have much to share.
I’m sure I’ve told you in the past
that this is the queen of procrastination
talking to you. I know. It would have
only taken about an hour to sit down
at this keyboard, write a letter, print out
the copies, add a little personal note to
each one and get the envelopes stuffed
and stamped. Now, as I sit here, it is finally going out in the mail with all the
other Christmas envelopes. Mine will
be different, though. It will be the 9x12
brown mailer which will take more
than a 15-minute break to read. It will
now take over an hour to catch up. In
my family, that is more than one cup of
coffee.

Resolution #2 got kiboshed by our
new world normal. AntMan and I did
go on a few very short rides. Downtown
a couple of times. “Around the block,”
which is about 10 miles, a few times.
The planned trip to the Oregon coast,
up Highway 101, connecting with the
North Cascade Highway and home,
came to a screeching halt in March.
Plus AntMan now has a new owner and I have BB — a beautiful black
2015 CanAm Spyder with cruise control (whoa!). Her name, BB, came from
“beautiful black,” and since I am Granny BB the rest is history since I just had
to have this new toy! But BB is also a
reminder about why not to buy dark vehicles – they don’t stay very clean when
you live on dusty roads.
I might be repeating myself in
talking about BB but I am so excited
about this coming summer and trips
that I am planning. First one has to be
somewhere that I will find snow along
the road, as that was the traditional first
trip of the season with husband Jim on
the Goldwing. Maybe I’ll go find the
sign “gency king” alongside the road
that was more than half buried in snow.
I believe it really says, “Emergency
parking only.”
So … how did you do with your res-

olutions? Gonna change anything? I
was reminded recently how very short
life can be. So I’m gonna be very lazy
here and make these same two resolutions, which involve the most important things in my life: family, friends and
myself. #1: snail mail letters to my family each month. #2: more rides on BB
for me. Here’s hoping (there is always
hope) they will be five-day-long vacations visiting with friends and family
and seeing new country with very few
freeways.
I hope your holiday season was special. I hope you have come up with
some new traditions that will be carried
on through to future holiday seasons.
We will have a new one: Santa leaves
presents under the tree by the fire pit.
I’m sure granddaughter JJ has a name
for the tree, but I haven’t been formally introduced yet. Maybe now it will be
Santa Tree?
I’m going to date myself and sound
very 1970s…
My wish for you: Peace, Love and
Hope!
Becky is a mother, gramma, and
great-gramma who is all about family
and friends, loves northeast Washington,
and follows the mantra: “It is what it is
and it will become what I make it.”
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R

ecycle
euse and
educe

By Karen Giebel
I have never been one to make New
Year’s resolutions because I know myself
and that self is very aware that any resolutions will be abandoned before the end
of the day on January 1. But this year,
I have more of a goal than a resolution
and I am much more likely to set and
obtain a goal.
My goal for 2021 is to recycle, reuse
and reduce household waste by another
25%. I say “another” because, over the
years, I became acutely aware of what I
was putting in a landfill that would not
break down but instead would just sit
there. So I trained myself to look at what
I have in my hand to toss into the trash
and know that I have choice to make that
will have an impact on the environment
that I am leaving for our grandchildren.
Growing up in the ‘50s and ‘60s was an
eye-opening experience. Pesticides like
DDT were just “bug killers” and bugs
were bad if you had a garden. It wasn’t
until the American bald eagle and other
raptors were dying off that my youthful
brain began to process that the earth was
being poisoned.
The other eye-opener was living on
the shores of Lake Erie during that
time. We had lovely beaches but there
were enormous beds of rotting, stinky
seaweed that we had to wade through to
reach clear water. Well, it wasn’t really
clear. Standing in knee-deep water, I
could not see my feet. The water along
the shoreline roiled with brown bubbles
from phosphates, fertilizers and other
chemicals that poured into Lake Erie.
I am happy to report the lake is vastly
improved now but those two episodes
made me aware of the environment and
those memories have stayed with me all
these years.
In time, I thought I was doing a pretty
good job of recycling our household

trash. Our town provided recycling
bins for each house and we tossed in
glass, aluminum cans and plastic bottles
which were sorted at the transfer station.
Newspapers also went into a recycle bin
that we put out to the curb every week.
When we moved to rural Washington,
our options for recycling diminished but
we made a concentrated effort to use
paper bags instead of plastic, compost
yard waste and take cardboard and glass
to the town recycle bins. Come to find
out, we weren’t doing nearly enough.
In 2014, we moved to Bavaria, Germany, where recycling is dealt with
passionately. Our landlord took us out to
the garage where there was a long line of
bins, each with a specific purpose: glass,
aluminum cans, Styrofoam meat trays,
the plastic film that covered foods, milk
and other paper cartons, scrap paper, and
so on. There was a box for spent light
bulbs and another for aluminum foil. In
the yard were two enormous compost
bins as tall as I was, one for yard waste
and the other for fruit and vegetable
scraps. We were allowed one small garbage can that was picked up every two
weeks. Now that was a real challenge at
first! We were used to having two trash
cans a week back home.
Along the streets were cans for dog
waste and bags were provided to clean
up after your pets.
When the garage bins were full, we
drove to a place we euphemistically
called “the dump.” It was in fact a huge
outdoor recycling center which was
also spotlessly clean. We walked from
dumpster to dumpster emptying our
bins. The center was well staffed, and if
you had any questions about what went
where, these workers were happy to assist. Trust me, there was a dumpster for
everything you could possibly imagine!
Even the metal screw caps from bottles
had a dumpster.
Grocery shopping was another learning experience. You were not giving an
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option – you brought your own reusable
bags to the store and you bagged your
own groceries. We quickly adapted to
German-style shopping, too.
That whole experience vastly increased
our awareness of what we could and
should be doing to help our environment. We brought that awareness and
knowledge back home with us. We now
have five compost bins. All of our lights
are LEDs. We have cloth hand towels
at the utility sink instead of a roll of
paper towels. I bring my own baskets
to the grocery store, at least I did until
COVID-19 resulted in a ban on them.
I have developed a real disdain for
plastic bags. I bought washable fabric
produce bags, which I love. We buy kitty
litter in boxes, not plastic jugs.
When the first lockdown for
COVID-19 happened, we were running
low on aluminum foil. I started taking a
good long look at the foil we used and,
yep, I became my mother, smoothing it
out, wiping it down and reusing!
The year 2021 will see more changes in
our household. I have purchased my last
bag of plastic sandwich bags. Growing
up, sandwich bags were waxed paper,
which worked just fine then and waxed
paper will work just fine today. We’re
switching to dishwasher tablets that
come in a cardboard box and not the
liquid in plastic bottles. The same goes
for laundry detergent. It will be laundry
powder in a cardboard box. Milk in a
waxed carton costs a few cents more
than milk in a bottle, but that is also
one less plastic bottle to hit the landfill.
Disposable dust cloths were nice but
they are banned here and old T-shirts
have been called into play once again.
I am looking carefully around our
house, garage and yard to find other areas
where even a small change can make a
difference. Who knows, maybe I will
even exceed my goal of recycling, reusing
and reducing. Now that’s a resolution I
can wrap my mind around!
Karen Castleberry Giebel blogs about
life and food at www.thejourneygirl.com
up in the back of the beyond in Ferry
County, Washington.

Bald eagle at Lake Coeur d'Alene. Photos by Joanie Christian.
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Madilane’s Memories

‘It’s a BEAR!’
By Madilane Perry

One of the great regrets of my adolescence was that I never managed to
organize a successful snipe hunt. There’s
something very attractive to a country
kid about a prank that results in the sophisticated and superior city kids sitting
alone in the dark, holding a gunny sack
and listening to a night full of unfamiliar
noises. The closest I ever came to anything
similar was the bear incident.
On the Curlew Lake resort that my
family operated during the 1950s and ‘60s
the cabins were separated by strips of lawn
large enough to permit comfortable parking for one car. When extended families
vacationed together they often rented two
cabins, parked on the dirt “street” behind
the cabins and pitched a tent on the grassy
strip between them for the kids.
One summer when I was a pre-teen and

“big girls” in their midto-late teens appeared to
be rather glamorous
creatures, I had a chance
to do something almost
as satisfying as a snipe hunt.
Several of the teens were sleeping in a tent
between two cabins, an utterly irresistible
opportunity.
I had a small bearskin rug, the gift of
some friend or relative who had shot the
bear, didn’t want the hide but had it made
into a rug anyway. I waited until full dark,
tied the bearskin to my arms and legs –
hoping that nobody would notice that
the bear was headless and rimmed with
green felt – and went to visit the big girls.
I crawled up to the back of the tent and
began to scratch at the tent wall and growl.
The girls came out (fortunately without

Don’t Trust Just Anyone For That
Once-In-A-Lifetime Investment

Call “The Water Professionals!”

a flashlight) and began to investigate the
noise. One of them ran a hand down the
bearskin.
“It’s somebody with really long hair,” she
said. Running her hand farther along, she
exclaimed “It’s a bear!”
The big girls scattered rapidly into
the night. I rolled up the bear and went
home to bed.
Madilane Perry, a retired archaeologist,
was raised on a family-owned hunting and
fishing resort on Curlew Lake. she is married to local author Ray Bilderback. They
are both managed by a small brown dog.
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EOE & Provider

NEW Health Loon Lake and Springdale
Welcome New Provider
NEW Health is excited to announce the addition of
Alexis Peters, ARNP to our Family Practice.
•

General Family Medicine

•

Preventative care, chronic disease
management, acute care

•

New Patients Welcome!

Loon Lake Medical

Springdale Medical

3994 Colville Rd. │ Loon Lake

114 S. Main │ Springdale

(509) 233-8412

newhp.org

(509) 258-4234
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